
HOTEL ROOM
QUIET

Subfloors for ‘quiet’ hotel rooms
Tested according to the Quiet Hotel Room Label standards

‘There’s a party going
on right here, so come

on and celebrate
good times’

‘There’s a good
nights rest going on
right here, so don’t

worry and dream on’

FUNDAMENTAL FOR FLOORS SINCE 1965

Up-to-date information is available at www.estillon.com 
Visit www.estillon.com for the digital catalogue and contact page.

About Estillon
•  Over 50 years of experience

•  An extensive selection of flooring systems, carpet underlays and tools

• Well-known brands such as Egalsoft, Bestbase, Floorfixx and Roberts

•  Specialised expertise, professional service and innovative products

•  Supplies wholesalers, hotel chains, casinos, theatres, cruise ships, offices

•  The products are successfully distributed by sales partners and agencies 

 throughout the world

•  Estillon is official partner of Quiet room® label for hotels
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Some of Estillon’s valued partnerships:

HOTEL ROOM
QUIET

Subfloors for ‘quiet’ hotel rooms
Tested according to the Quiet Hotel Room Label standards



In order to give a firmer guarantee that Estillon products actually contribute to a quieter hotel room, Estillon has 

teamed up with the Quiet Hotel Room Label and our products are tested according to their standards.

The Quiet Room Label Concept guarantees acoustic comfort.

The Quiet Room Label Concept is the first and only objective hallmark for hotels in terms of soundproofing. The label 

is an initiative of the knowledge centre for noise insulation KGI (Kenniscentrum Geluidsisolatie). The KGI advises on 

new products from various suppliers during renovation or construction works so that you can achieve the best level 

of acoustic comfort. One of those suppliers is Estillon, which already has a proven track record in the field of noise 

reduction. With the Quiet Room Label, hotels can generate added value for their guests; they are guaranteed to stay 

in a quiet room.

More info : www.quiethotelroom.org

The most common complaint among hotel guests is noise.
By using the right materials from the start, no additional 
investment is needed later to rectify the situation.

While noise control is an 

essential component when 

creating an atmosphere, 

it is one which is often 

overlooked when designing 

hotel interiors.

Acoustic comfort is just as 

important as the design of 

the space. 
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Black Onyx
Black Onyx is a carpet underlay produced from a mixture of latex and crumb rubber. 
The heavy bonded rubber carpet underlay provides a stable and sustainable base. Black 
Onyx reduces impact noise by approximately 30 dB, and is very suitable for hotel rooms, 
corridors and public areas.

30 dB ∆Lw        Euroclass Cfl-S1

Elegance black
Elegance Black is a carpet underlay that is produced from 100% recycled polyurethane. 
The combination of a very high density and maximum absorb-and-bounce capacity makes 
this product ideal for use in high-traffic areas. Elegance Black reduces impact noise by 
approximately 25 dB, and is very suitable for hotel rooms, corridors and public areas.

25 dB ∆Lw        Euroclass Bfl-S1

Star Base
Star Base is a carpet underlay that is produced from 100% recycled polyurethane. 
Thanks to this underlay, the carpet not only feels more comfortable and softer, it also 
lasts longer - sustainable in the broadest sense of the word! Star Base reduces impact 
noise by about 27 dB and is very suitable for hotel rooms.

25-31 dB ∆Lw        Euroclass Cfl-S1

Subfloors for carpets

Floorfixx Regular 
Creating a new, insulating and flat subfloor is easy with Floorfixx Regular. There are no 
waiting or drying times and it can bear load immediately. Time-saving, simple and clean. 
Floorfixx Regular reduces impact noise by approximately 22 dB, and is very suitable for 
hotel rooms, corridors and public spaces.

22 dB ∆Lw        Euroclass Bfl-S1 

Subfloors for PVC and carpet tiles

Timberbase plus ( PVC click)
The Timberbase plus solution is used for the professional installation of PVC click 
floors. This subfloor has excellent resistance to compression and has a slip-resistant 
surface. This high quality ensures that the click joints do not break and prevents the 
panels from sliding. Timberbase plus reduces impact noise by approximately 20 dB, and 
is very suitable for hotel rooms, corridors and public areas.

20 dB ∆Lw

Egalsoft FR
Egalsoft FR® is a unique self-adhesive underlay that provides a durable and easy 
installation. The top layer consists of a PES non-woven fleece on an impregnated needle 
felt for a stable basis for the application of glue. The levelling underlay is provided with a 
self-adhesive non-slip adhesive layer. Egalsoft FR® is suitable for domestic and project use.

27 dB ∆Lw        Euroclass Bfl-S1


